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Once again, the Chicago Housing Authority has a new management team, a fresh infusion of funds and new
plans for rescuing its blighted developments. With Mayor Richard Daley's blessing, CHA is preparing to
demolish all of the agency's decaying family developments, replacing them with new or rehabilitated
mixed-income housing and reducing the current stock of public housing by 14,000 units. Thousands of these
families will be sent out to find housing in the private market with federal Section 8 rent vouchers.

Will this vast and expensive effort improve life for public-housing residents, especially the thousands of
children who still live in CHA's decaying high-rises? Without careful planning and a real commitment to learn
from the past, the outlook for residents is uncertain.

The CHA has a long history of costly, well-intended failures. In the past decade, two CHA administrations
spent hundreds of millions of dollars on an ultimately futile effort to try to reduce crime and reclaim the
developments from gangs. But these crime problems were so severe that short-term, intensive law
enforcement actions proved nearly useless. The police were literally overwhelmed by the well-armed gangs
that control the developments.

Gangs and the drug economy are so powerful that residents have been unable to organize effectively to
combat their common problems. For their own survival and to protect their children from the war around
them, many residents have developed interdependent relationships with drug dealers and other criminals.

Finally, inconsistent and incompetent management has plagued the CHA. When dedicated staff succeeded in
starting new initiatives, ineffective follow-up and rapid strategic changes often undermined their efforts. The
agency's bureaucracy even failed basic tasks like collecting rents and tracking the number of occupied units in
its developments.

These same factors—entrenched gangs, troubled families, and poor management—now threaten the CHA's
current plan for transformation. The problems in the CHA's developments are so layered and deep, and the
residents so troubled, that no simple solutions exist.

Nevertheless, there are steps the CHA can take to give itself and public-housing residents a fresh start. The
agency has begun to recognize that its housing has served as shelter of last resort for very vulnerable families
who are physically, socially and psychologically isolated. These families need to be brought back into the
mainstream of community life before they can be expected to make the required leaps of independence and
geography.

CHA families—especially the children growing up in its terrible developments—could clearly benefit from
long-term comprehensive services that may help them make successful transitions, not simply carry their
problems to other locations as the developments are torn down. To accomplish this, the CHA might look at
how other systems have assisted families in desperate situations. There are lessons to be learned from efforts
to house and stabilize homeless families, for instance, as well as from services provided in refugee
resettlement programs.

Second, CHA needs to launch a program of public persuasion and provide real incentives for working families
to move into planned new "mixed income units." It also must educate communities into which Section 8
holders will be moving so they will be receptive to their neighbors. Otherwise, CHA residents may end up
clustered in another poor, high-crime neighborhood.

Current residents of developments slated for destruction are being guaranteed replacement housing.
However, with the reduction of public housing units, this pledge assumes thousands of tenants will opt for
Section 8 vouchers they can use in the private market. To facilitate this, CHA is developing a systematic
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relocation process that includes counseling and follow-up services for residents.

But there still are real risks for residents. Leaving aside other problems, there simply may not be enough
units available to house all these families, many of whom have large numbers of children. Also, many CHA
families may fail the screening criteria for the new mixed-income developments or Section 8 housing
assistance, especially criminal background check and rental payment history requirements. Even those who
qualify may not be able to sustain the level of housekeeping and personal behavior required to avoid eviction.
Most of these families also are responding to changes in the welfare system that will force them into the labor
market. The combined force of these challenges may simply overwhelm their abilities to cope.

Without intensive and effective assistance, the future for CHA residents remains in doubt. Their current
situation is intolerable, but what awaits them outside CHA housing may be no improvement. CHA residents
have long feared that displacement might leave them without even what little they have now. It would be a
terrible tragedy if their fears proved prophetic.
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